Using Sonocent in Online Classes

Record from Speakers Only

_Please note that “Record from Speakers Only” is only available to PC users._ Mac users can use the app, or use it with the sound playing from the computer. Use “Audio Clean Up” if the audio isn’t clear.

When taking an online class, it’s still possible to use Sonocent the way you would in an in-person class;

When you start a new recording, instead of selecting “blank project”, select “Recording from speakers only”. And then continue to use Sonocent as you usually would.

Remember to clock on the “Learn” icon on the main page, of the “Tutorial” tab in the column on the right if you need a refresher!
Split Screens with Sonocent

If you’d like, you can make your Canvas screen and your Sonocent screen both be half a page, so you can see them both at once, like this:

Screens can be adjusted this way by taking them out of full screen mode, and dragging and adjusting the corners to fit.